
+General lifts





The company General Elevadores was 
founded in the late 1980s, when Fermín 
Encuentra Peralta, after many years of 
experience at a number of lift companies, 
decided to create his own. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We also install lifts of our own brand 
and lift and accessibility equipment, 
without ever losing sight of the quality 
of the processes, in addition to an exce-
llent customer service. 

About us

What started out as a family business 
has now become a leading name in the 
multi-brand lift maintenance sector, 
with over 200 employees.



Our experience speaks for itself.

We are the maintenance company most highly 
valued by its clients.

We are experts in multi-brand lift 
maintenance.

A Spanish company with international expansion.

We have been active in the sector for more than 
30 years, installing and conducting maintenance on 
accessibility equipment, lifts and other lifting devices.

Due to our hands-on approach, involvement in each 
case and our personalised customer service.

We keep a large stock of original spare parts.

General Elevadores has offices all over Spain and 
countries in Europe and America.



We also manufacture.

We provide accessibility solutions.

Local reinvestment.

Long call-out hours.

We have our own plant for the preparation of all the 
electronic equipment for our lifts.

We install and maintain accessibility equipment such 
as ramps and platforms, including our Domovil home 
lift.

We invest in local products, which is why our main 
suppliers are local.

Our breakdown call-out hours are among the longest 
in the sector.



+ Installation of lifts and other 
accessibility solutions.

+ Personalised guidance.

+ R&D&I department.

+ Multi-brand maintenance service.

+ Repair and replacement with original 
spare parts.

What we provide





What do you need?

+ Lift Installation

We will submit the proposal best suited to the needs of communities of owners and individuals in 
single-family homes wishing to install a lift.
 
We at General Elevadores analyse each project on an individual basis in order to provide you with 
the solution best suited to your needs, for both public and private buildings, communities of owners 
and single-family homes.  

Get to know all the types of lift we install.



A manually operated, gearless electric lift of a standard 
size and high-load capacity, mainly designed for newly 
built standard shafts.

A manually operated, gearless electric lift for high speeds 
and large load capacities. Equipment imported from our 
plant in Tianjin (China). 

A hydraulic lift with a machine room or compact cabi-
net (with no machine room) for different loads. Ideal for 
special shafts with few stops up to 1600 kg, featuring an 
electronic valve group for a smooth stop and start, very 
quiet and comfortable.

A manually operated gearless electric lift of special di-
mensions for redevelopment with single shafts in buil-
dings requiring the maximum use of the pit, perfectly 
adapted to buildings with no lifts or in which the lift 
needs to be replaced with a more accessible and effi-
cient model.

A manually operated, gearless electric lift of a stan-
dard size and high-load capacity, mainly designed for 
newly built standard shafts, with a highly competitive 
price-quality ratio.

A lift from our accessibility catlogue, which we ourselves 
manufacture. This is a single-family residence hydraulic 
lift with a reduced speed of up to 0.15 m/s, specifically 
designed for facilities in need of an accessible piece of 
equipment with a few stops, combining the advantages 
of a Familift (smooth, quiet and comfortable) with the 
low consumption of a Eulift. 

Eulift

Headway

Familift

Eulift-R

Isolift

Domovil



One cabin for each  
environment.





+ Avant cabin

A cabin for Domovil, Eulift and Familift

Ceilings

Panels

Floors

A cabin decorated in galvanized sheet metal lined with satin stain-
less steel, non-slip rubber floors, ceilings in various finishes. A bronze 
mirror. A false handrail under the mirror.



+ Avenir cabin

A cabin for Domovil, Eulift and Familift

Ceilings

Panels

Floors

A Cabin decorated in galvanized sheet metal lined with decorative 
laminate and stainless steel profiles, non-slip rubber floors, with the 
option of other materials, a laminate and Canvas stainless steel cei-
ling with LED lights. A bronze mirror. A satin stainless steel curved 
tubular handrail.



+ Chance cabin

A cabin for Domovil, Eulift and Familift

A cabin decorated in painted sheet metal, non-slip rubber floors, with 
the option of other materials (granite, marble, artificial stone, etc...), 
a ceiling with timed led lighting in various finishes and the option of 
a mirror and a handrail.

Ceilings

Panels

Floors



A cabin for Domovil, Eulift and Familift

+ Idea cabin

A cabin decorated in satin stainless steel sheet metal, non-slip rubber 
floors, with the option of other materials (granite, marble, artificial 
stone, etc...), a folding ceiling in painted sheet metal with fluorescent 
tube lighting. A silver mirror. A false handrail under the mirror.

Ceilings

Panels

Floors



+ Instant cabin

A cabin for Domovil, Eulift-R and Familift

A cabin decorated in galvanized sheet metal lined with satin stainless 
steel with satin stainless steel grooves, non-slip rubber floors, with 
the option of other materials (granite, marble, artificial stone, etc...), a 
folding ceiling in painted sheet metal with fluorescent tube lighting. 
A silver mirror. A false handrail under the mirror.

Ceilings

Panels

Floors



A cabin for Domovil, Eulift-R and Familift

+ Lane cabin

A cabin decorated in galvanized sheet metal lined with smooth lami-
nate drapes, non-slip rubber floors, with the option of other materials 
(granite, marble, artificial stone, etc...), a folding ceiling in painted 
sheet metal with fluorescent tube lighting. A silver mirror. A false 
handrail under the mirror. 

Ceilings

Panels

Floors



+ Lintel cabin

A cabin for Domovil, Eulift-R and Familift

A cabin decorated in galvanized sheet metal lined with laminate, 
non-slip rubber floors, with the option of other materials (granite, 
marble, artificial stone, etc...), a folding ceiling in painted sheet metal 
with fluorescent tube lighting. A silver mirror. Optional handrail.

Ceilings

Panels

Floors



A cabin for Domovil, Eulift-R and Familift

+ Panoramic cabin

A cabin decorated in galvanized sheet metal lined with smooth lami-
nate drapes, non-slip rubber floors, with the option of other materials 
(granite, marble, artificial stone, etc...), a folding ceiling in painted 
sheet metal with fluorescent tube lighting. A silver mirror. A false 
handrail under the mirror. 

Ceilings

Panels

Floors



A cabin for Domovil, Eulift-R and Familift

+ Quartz cabin

A cabin decorated in galvanized sheet metal lined with smooth dra-
pe lacquered glass, non-slip rubber floors, with the option of other 
materials (granite, marble, artificial stone, etc...), a folding ceiling in 
painted sheet metal with fluorescent tube lighting. A silver mirror. 
Optional handrail.

Ceilings

Panels

Floors



A cabin for Domovil, Eulift-R and Familift

+ Sansa cabin

A cabin decorated in skinplate, non-slip rubber floors, with the option 
of other materials (granite, marble, artificial stone, etc...), a folding 
ceiling in painted sheet metal with fluorescent tube lighting. A silver 
mirror. A false handrail under the mirror.

Ceilings

Panels

Floors



+ IC-1 cabin

A cabin for Isolift

A cabin decorated in galvanized sheet metal lined with satin stain-
less steel, PVC floors, a folding stainless steel plate ceiling with LED 
lighting. A silver mirror and a handrail.



+ IC-2 cabin

A cabin for Isolift

A cabin decorated in galvanized sheet metal lined with satin stain-
less steel, PVC floors, a folding stainless steel plate ceiling with LED 
lighting. A silver mirror and a handrail.



+ IC-3 cabin

A cabin for Isolift

A cabin decorated in galvanized sheet metal lined with satin stain-
less steel, PVC floors, a folding stainless steel plate ceiling with LED 
lighting. A silver mirror and a handrail.



A cabin for Headway

+ LC702 cabin

Ceilings

Panels

Floors



A cabin for Headway

+ LC703 cabin

Ceilings

Panels

Floors



A cabin for Headway

+ LC704 cabin

Ceilings

Panels

Floors



+ Push-button panels + Control panel

With a frequency variator and programmable operation. 
Provides excellent travel comfort with a smooth, safe ride 
with no jerks or violent stops. Silent and energy efficient.





+ What if my building has 
no lift shaft?

Don´t worry, we have the solution to that as well. We will install one on the 
outside of the building, on the facade or slightly away from it and connected 
with a walkway. We will design, manufacture and install the most suitable 
enclosure in accordance with your needs. We execute brick, metal plate and 
glass enclosures and self-supporting structures.

We analyse your lift installation project and submit a commitment-free es-
timate. If you accept it, we then conduct the administrative and project 
management procedures for the execution of the facility.





Other lift 
products
We also have products geared to other areas and needs, such as stretcher lifts for hospitals and re-
sidences; mini-loaders and forklifts for both individuals and restaurants, offices, hotels and hospitals; 
lifts and elevators for your car, etc.

Check out
 



Maintenance

+ Maintenance modes

We are lift maintenance specialists. We inspect your lift and other lifting devices to ensure the least 
possible number of incidents and breakdowns through effective preventive maintenance in accor-
dance with European regulations.
 
In addition to preventive maintenance, we conduct corrective maintenance to deal with any break-
downs, providing you with security and peace of mind with regard to the use of your lift equipment.

Always aware of your needs.

+ 24-hour service

+ 72-hour service

We will take your breakdown calls to the company from Monday to Sunday, 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. 
to 9 p.m., in addition to our 24-hour rescue and emergency service (365 days a year). 
 
Moreover, you will not be charged extra for the visits paid to provide this service?

The phone installed in your lift will enable you to contact us immediately. We check your cabin phone 
is in good working order every 72 hours from our headquarters.



Modernisation

Is your lift obsolete? 
Do you need to modernise the cabin or any of its components? 



There are many reasons for modernising your lift: to improve your comfort, to make it safer, to save 
energy, or simply to give it a more contemporary design. We also redesign your entrance hall so that 
the lift door goes down to street level.

We have a wide range of designs and finishes for cabins, doors, accessories and for the modernisation 
of your lift, in addition to a large stock of original spare parts.

We at General Elevators have the top-quality components your lift needs, together with the continuous 
work of the members of our R&D&I department striving to ensure the results meet your expectations.

Components



Accessibility

We are committed to accessibility and as such we have designed 
push-button panels geared to functional diversity with large ho-
rizontal buttons placed at a suitable height, with a braille system, 
voice synthesizer and a high-contrast display.

Our automatic lift doors are designed in accordance with the 
premises in which the lift is installed, with perfectly aesthetic 
integration and built to withstand the large volume of traffic at 
facilities such as shopping centres, proving maximum operational 
guarantees.



Why choose General 
Elevadores?
Our headquarters are located at Parque Tecnológico de Andalucia, in Malaga.

We boast:

7,000 m2 of facilities.
 
200 employees in our national network.
 
Over 250 employees around the world.
 
Specialised infrastructure and resources.

Global communication systems and networks.
 
Our own methodology and high standards of quality.



We are here to 
help you





(+34) 952 020 055
info@generalelevadores.com
C/ Severo Ochoa 54. 29590 Málaga
www.generalelevadores.com Find out where all our offices are on our website.

Get in touch with us and tell us 
what you need.


